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NO:AP1101-2 V.1 

Release Note for Vigor2620 LTE Series 
 

Firmware Version: 3.9.1 

Release Type: Normal 

Applied Models: Vigor2620L / Vigor2620Ln 

Vigor2620L Series is a single WAN router with three WAN interfaces, including main LTE WAN, 

VDSL/ADSL WAN, and selectable Ethernet WAN. It offers features including VPN, Firewall, 

Content Filtering, and central management solution for Vigor access points. 

New Features  
 None. 

Improvement 
 Improved: Adjust router’s self-signed certificate to comply with new browser restrictions. 

Start on 2020-09-01, many client OSes/browsers will enforce publicly trusted TLS server 

certificate lifetime to 398 days or less, and connections will be rejected if the certificates 

violated this rule, so this firmware patch will automatically re-sign all the self-signed 

certificates lifetime to 395 days (was 2 years or longer in older versions).  

 Corrected: A display issue of dashboard.  

Known Issue 
 None. 

Notes 
 None. 

File and Modem Code 

 "Vigor2620L_r92177_v3.9.1-00_en.zip" is used for Annex A modem code 548006 & 

544401, Annex B modem code 548006 & 544512 (Standard) 

 "Vigor2620L_r92177_v3.9.1-01_en.zip" is used for Annex A modem code 547916 & 

544411, Annex B modem code 542016 & 535112. 
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 "Vigor2620L_r92177_v3.9.1-02_en.zip" is used for Annex A modem code 550e06 & 

551001, and Annex B modem code 533d06 & 535902. 

 "Vigor2620L_r92177_v3.9.1-03_en.zip" is used for Annex A modem code 551506 & 

551501, and Annex B modem code 548006 & 544512. 

 "Vigor2620L_r92177_v3.9.1-04v_en.zip" is used for Annex A modem code 576d17 & 

572801, and Annex B modem code 573307 & 571c02. (G.Vectoring) 

 "Vigor2620L_r92177_v3.9.1-05v_en.zip" is used for Annex A modem code 571a17 & 

570111, and Annex B modem code 565607 & 567002. Recommended for KPN users in 

Netherlands. (G.Vectoring) 

 "Vigor2620L_r92177_v3.9.1-06v_en.zip" is used for Annex A modem code 572d07 & 

570e01, and Annex B modem code 565607 & 567002. Recommended for KPN users in 

Netherlands. (G.Vectoring)  

 "Vigor2620L_r92177_v3.9.1-07v_en.zip" is used for Annex A modem code 567517 & 

562301, and Annex B modem code 567617 & 567212. Recommended for DT users in 

Germany. (G.Vectoring)  

 "Vigor2620L_r92177_v3.9.1-08v_en.zip" is used for Annex A modem code 579f17 & 

573f01. Recommended for NBN users in Australia. (G.Vectoring) 
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